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omen are the

primary deci-

sion makers

when it comes

to health care,

The amenities for patients ai Norton Brownsboro Hospital include a large, flat-screen television. Each

patient floor also boasts its own snack bar and dally cookie baking. Photo by Michael Clevenger

hospital, for surgery urgent care or dozens of
other medical services. The region is explod-

ing with a new breed of medical center op-

tions, and even one new hospital.

Norton Brownsboro Hospital
4960 Norton Healthcare Boulevard

From the flood ofnatural light that glints

offthe colorful concrete floors to the terry-
cloth-waffle robes and better bed linens,

Norton Brownsboro Hospital - the region's

newest - is designed to look like anything

but a medical facility. The hospital near

Interstates 77 and 265 is quiet, elegant and

full of patient-pampering perks.

The ground floor features a beautifirl

chapel, awaterfall-fountain, a snack shop and

a cafeteia. Registration couldnt be simpler.

You do it from home, then slide an ID -
such as your driver's license - through a

card-recognition system at the hospital.

There is no loud, overhead public paging.

Instead, patients ring their personal nurses or

aides on special phones. Patient rooms and

hallways are carpeted with attractive, every-

thing-resistant carpeting. Each patient floor
includes a stocked snack bar and features a

daily cookie baking.

Ifall this has you planning that long-

delayed operation, well, you're getting the

picture. During your surgery, your family can

rest in the courfyard garden or walk the

maze-hke pathway of the meditative manda-

la and reflect on how lucky they are that you

checked in at the Ritz ofregional hospitals.

Baptist Crestwood
6580 Kenwood Crossing Road

A sunny medical-care faciLty at Kenwood

Crossing Road in Crestwood is the newest

expansion for Baptist Hospital Northeast.

Built in what Marsha Bivens, Baptist North-
east senior director of professional services,

calls, "one ofthe fastest-growing ZIP codes

in the country," the 12,500-square-foot facil-

ity is scheduled to openJune 21, with a pub-

lic open house on June 18.

LCONT]NUED ON PAGE 130]

and Louisville hospitals are surely

keeping us in mind as they give

our local health-care market a

makeover.

Today, health care is pretfy. The

dowdy hospital with that odd per-

fume of humanity and antiseptic

cleaners is no more. Even the lob-

by floors are works of art, to say

nothing of the actual art on the

wa1ls.

And, in Louisville at least,

health care is increasingly conven-

lent.

Odds are, skilled medical care is

closer to you than ever - espe-

cially if you're in a fast-growing

ZIP codewhere income is higher.

But the upgrades are more than

window dressing. While conven-

iences abound, there are also im-
portant developments in research

and patient care that will affect

you and your family for years to

come.

Here's a quick tour through the

region's hospital system, high-

lighting the upgrades and innova-

tions that every women should

know.

hOS? IALS NLAtr
YOUR HOMF-

You dont need to go downtown, or to the

familiar suburban hospitals or even to a
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It will offer X-rays, mammography and
CT scans, as well as physical therapy and
physician offices, with plans for after-hours

Baptist Eastpoint
2400 Eastpoint Parkway
With its striking, six-story atrium and its

ballroomlike reception areas, Baptist East-
point, which opened in2009, was designed

with an eye for aesthetic appeal and patient
convenience. The $63 million facility off
l-265 at the Old Henry Road exit includes
six operating rooms, 9 a.m.-to-9 p.m. ur-
gent-care services, physicians' offices and
physical therapy - as well as pediatric and,
new this year, radiation treatment.

The center also offers magnetic-resonance
imaging, CT scans, X-rays, ultrasound and
mammography. Wi-Fi is available through-
out the first floor, including the cafe.

Built to take advantage ofrapid resi-
dential growth where Jefferson and Oldham
counties meet, the facility on 15 acres is

poised for expansion, says Clint Kaho, Bap-
tist East assistant vice president.

It features polished-sandstone floors and a

color scheme of tans and browns with green

and poppy accents. The look even carries
into the urgent-care department, where
private rooms are a warm, chocolate brown.

Jewish Hospital
Medical Center Northeast
2401 Terr a Crossing Boulevard
Medical Center Northeast opened in

August 2009 with an emphasis on cancer
care. The 120,000-square-foot facility also

includes an around-the-clock emergency
department with 11 private rooms, Frazier
Rehab services, complementary medicine
and physician offices - all in an environ-
ment of soothing sandy browns and blues.

Northeast is the newest of the Jewish
system's four satellite medical centers, and it's
right across I-265 from Baptist Eastpoint.

Jewish invested $7.6 million in the building
on 40 acres, which it leases.

The facilityt cancer-care focus means that
it offers radiation treatment as well as an
infusion center where patients can receive

chemotherapy or other intravenous medica-
tions in private rooms with iPod docks,

wireless Internet and flat-screen televisions.
A cozy cancer-resource library provides
information and computer workstations.
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Even the artwork continues the cancer-
care theme, with microphotography of crys-
tallized cancer drugs created by Margaret
Oechsli, cancer-research coordinator with

Jewish and a renowned photographic artist.

Jewish Hospital Medical Center East
3920 Dutchmans Lane
It's hard to miss the shimmering glass

balloon ascending inside the building at
Dutchmans Parkway and Breckenridge
Lane. Medical Center East, built in 2003 for
$67 million, blends artistry and patient effi-
ciency throughout its 210,000 square feet,
says spokeswoman Lannette VanderToll.

To enhance privacy, patient registration
takes place behind a curving, decorative wall.
Dressing rooms for mammography and other
imaging services open directly into exam

rooms so there's no slinking down the hall
clutching your soft, terry-waffle robe.

The 40 patient rooms in the second-floor
outpatient surgery area have tasteful, simple
furnishings that hide the medical equipment.
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From these rooms, patients are whisked to
one ofthe 13 operating-room suites through
a private rear door, not a public hallway.

The 19 patient rooms in the emergency
department are not only private but include
flat-screen televisions; some have private
bathrooms. Throughout the faciliry glass

artwork adds a special touch, as does an

exposed staircase that provides a dramatic
view of the multistory glass-balloon sculp-
turc. You also can take a glass elevator to the
physician offices on the third floor and ap-
preciate the view without breaking a sweat.

Jewish Hospital Medical Center South
1903 West Hebron Lane
Art devoted to nature and a d6cor of

browns and blues underline the "sustainabil-

ity" theme atJewish Medical Center South.
The only medical-care building in the region
certified by the U.S. Green Building Council
for Leadership in Energy and Environmental
Design, the 73,000-square-foot facllity on22
acres offl-65 in Shepherdsville helps close a
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A patient room in Baptist Eastpoint hospital includes features like a pull-out bed and a chair that doubles
as a wheelchair when patients are transported around the hospital. Photo by Jonathan Palmer
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A charglng station for electric-powered vehicles is one of the green features at Jewish Hospital Medical Center South in Bullitt County. Photo by Matt Stone

gap in medical service for Bullitt County,
federally designated as medically under-
served.

In addition to a24-hov emergency room
with 18 private patient rooms, it offers diag-
nostic imaging, including mammography,
MRI, CT and X-ray. The center includes
physician offices, an inpatient surgical center
with four operating rooms and Frazier Rehab
services.

Most of the green features are hidden
beneath the surface. For instance, none ofthe
building materials came from more than 70
miles away, and not even the construction
workers were permitted to smoke on site.

Jewish Medical Center Southwest
9702 Stonestreet Road
With one of the busiest emergenry de-

partments among the regron's satellite facil-
ities,Jewish Hospital Medical Center South-
west demonstrates every day how much the
neighborhood needs its seryices. Unil,2l/z
years ago, the 52,000-square-foot faciJity on
Stonestreet Road was the home of Norton
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Southwest Hospital. Norton's departure left
the neighborhood underserved. Two weeks

later, Jewish reopened the health-care facility
with a $6 million investment in the

30-plus-year-old building owned by Tlilogy
Health Services, which operates a skilled-
nursing facility in the top two stories.

Southwest provides diagnostic imagrng,

including MRIs, X-rays and mammograms,

as well as laboratory services, Frazier Rehab

services and an infusion center for intrave-
nous medication.

On an average day, some 150 patients use

the medical center, about halfofthem head-

ing straight to the 21 private rooms in the
emergency department - although on some

days, emergency sees as many as 120 patients,

says Rob Murphy, administrator and director
of operations for Southwest.

Kosair Children's
Medical Center, Brownsboro
4910 Chambedain Lane
Medical care was never so playful. The

new children's medical center and emergency

department on Brownsboro Road near In-
terstates 71, and 265 looks like something its

small visitors might build themselves, given
enough Legos. Beginning with the miniature
front door beside the firll-size door for big
people, kids will know this is all about them.

Interior colors oftangerine, green apple,

blue - and we're just getting started -
would make aCrayola box blush. And dont
miss the little windows, built at kid height, in
the hallways.

The facility, which opened in late May,
offers outpatient surgerywith four operating

rooms, as well as a pediatric emergency room
with 19 private treatment rooms, says Char-
lotte Ipsan, vice president ofthe center,

"Eighty percent of the children in this ZIP
code get services at adult-based medical

centers," Ipsan says.

"Ibe visited over 100 pediatricians, pediat-
ric dentists and pediatric surgeons over the
last several months, and the response has

been overwhelrningly, 'Thank goodness you

guys are here."'
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Hospitals are gradually taking up therapies that

patients say bring a greater measure of well-being

as an adjunct to surgery and medications. "We see

this as part of our commitment to treating the

whole person - body, mind and spirit," says Denise

Canoll, director of the oncology/neuroscience pro-

gram at Baptist East.

Holistic healing
The Holistic Center at Jewish Hospital Northeast

offers more complementary medical procedures than

any other hospital-based facility in Kentuckiana.

Center director Sister Lucille Phipps provides thera-

pies as common as massage and as exotic as Jin

Shin Jyutsu, said to open the body's "energy points."

Although few of the procedures have much support

in Western medical literature, she says she sees

results.

While some patients who contact her to make

an appointment know they want a massage or

reflexology, which applies pressure to the hands and

feet, not everyone knows what they want.

"lf somebody comes in and they have pain, we

suggest various things to them. From our experi-

ence, we know what works," she says. "We can also

do an energy assessment ... (to find) what the best

thing for them is. Your body will tell us."

Among the long list of available treatments are

cranio-sacral therapy, a kind of massage that in-

volves gentle manipulation of the spine; reflexology;

hypnotherapy; therapeutic touch; acutonics, which

uses tuning forks applied to certain points on the

body; as well as flower essences and aromatherapy.

It's not for everyone, she acknowledges. Re-

search shows that our beliefs about even FDA-

approved medication influences drug effectiveness:

"lf you're a skeptic, I wouldn't even bother doing it

on yo!r," she says. "You have to be willing to re-

ceive."

t{eedling pain: Acupuncture

Confronted with medicinel inability to eliminate

suffering and the side effects of cancer treatment,

Floyd Memorial Hospital oncologist Dr. Naveed

Chowhan turned to acupuncture. After hours of

training, the physician now offers it as an adlunct to

standard treatment.

"l believe in chemotherapy and biological therapy
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and new targeted agents. That's how I treat cancer.

At the same time, the science or art of acupuncture

has been around for 3,000 years. There must be

something to it."

Here's the rub:
Therapeutic massage

Susan Waiz has given more than 4,000 free

massages since Floyd Memorial Hospital in New

Albany introduced therapeutic massage in 2007'

Waiz provides massages to any patient on the

hospital medica/surgical floor as well as to cancer

patients. Radiation outpatients at Floyd may receive

a weekly massage.

All area hospital systems offer massage to at

least some patients. At Baptist Hospital East, for

example, massage therapists are on hand for cancer

inpatients four or five days each week.

"For the first year, we asked patients to rate

their level of comfort and agitation at the start and

finish of massage," says Denise. "lt was a no-brainer.

They were much improved." And nurses repoded

less demand for pain medication following patient

massage.

Tune in: Music therapy

Sing-alongs and reminiscing are part of music

therapy, available to Baptist East patients once a

week. "lt can be tremendously relaxing for the

patient and families," says Denise. "People have said

it gets them in touch with positive memories from

the past. 0thers say singing hymns kind of gets

them in touch with their spiritual side."

Norton hospitals, including Kosair Children's

Hospital, also offer music therapy.

Doggie doctors: Pet therapy

They reduce pain and lift depression. ln some

ways, pet visitors to Baptist Hospital East are more

skilled at making important connections with pa-

tients than even the most sensitive human profes-

sional.

Sharon Ruhl, the adult nurse practitioner for

critical care at Baptist, and lifelong animal lover,

knew that pets had powers people cannot equal

when she proposed animal therapy in 2005. ln

cooperation with the hospital's infection specialists,

and with the approval of the legal department, she

initiated a program that is now hospitaFwide for pet

visitation.

Visiting pets must be bathed within 24 hours of

a visit and have all their shots. ln addition, the

hospital sponsors visits from the therapy dogs from

WAGS, or Wonderful Animals Giving Support. "We

had a patient who wasn't responding to anything,"

Sharon says, "and we put the animal in his bed, and

the next thing you knew he was petting and inter-

acting." Animal therapists even help patients go

through range-of-motion exercises.

The Courier-Journal



Har-rds down:
Specific
orl-rorgonoy oaro

It's the rare community that has emergency facilities dedicated to

hand care. Kentuckiana has two.

The first, at Jewish Hospital and St. Mary's Medical Center down-

town, provides round-the-clock, year-round emergency care as well as

elective surgery for hand, arm and shoulder injuries.

Across the river in New Albany, Kleinert Kutz, in partnership with

Floyd Memorial Hospital, has an urgent-care center for hand injuries

open weekdays from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Ihe facility, on Northgate Court,

is attached to an outpatient surgical center where surgeries of all

types take place.

Dr. Anees Chagpar, of the University of Louisville Brown Cancer Center, is

hunting for a better way to predict cancer in lymph nodes. Photo by Matt
Stone

A nor-tsurgicd
oanoor prodictor

Just a few lymph nodes - those closest to a breast tumor called

sentinel nodes - are supposed to tell a surgeon whether the rest of the

nodes must be removed. Cancer in one means all must come out, says

surgical oncologist Dr. Anees Chagpa4 director of the multidisciplinary

breast program at the University of Louisville Brown Cancer Center.

But 80 percent of the time, the remaining nodes are cancer-free. That's

why she is hunting for a better way to predict cancer in lymph nodes.

ln preliminary studies she looked for two biological markers - cytoker-

atin 19 and mammoglobin - in sentinel nodes and accurately predicted the

presence of cancer in other nodes with 95 percent accuracy. "When you

take out all those nodes, like the textbook tell you to do, you have an

increased risk of arm swelling, numbness and frozen shoulder," she says. "l

want to try to avoid that."
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The lobby of the Jewish Hospital Medical Center South in Bullitt County features

green artwork as well as green construction methods. Photo by lVatt Stone

Groor-t
hospita

New hospital construction is definitely taking on Earth tones.

Baptist Crestwood Medical Center will have geothermal heating and

cooling as well as a wetlands garden to help filter parking-lot rainwater

runoff. Norton Hospital Brownsboro also has geothermal heating and was

built according to the Green Guide for Health Care.

Jewish Medical Center South in Bullitt County is LEED certified, which

means, among other things, it was built from materials that came from no

more than 70 miles away. lt has dual-flow toilets to minimize water use

and has electric-car charging stations in its parking lot. lt also has heat

and lights on motion sensors that turn off lights and reduce heat when no

one is in the room.

ln fact, almost every new hospital facility has lights on sensors.

Norton intends to apply for LEED certification for both its new Norton

Cancer lnstitute and the new Kosair Children's Medical Center, Browns-

boro. LEED certification for those two facilities will bring to 10 the number

of Kentuckiana buildings with this green stamp of approval.

"There is no doubt that people are more conscious about protecting

the environment than ever before. This applies to Norton Healthcare

patients and employees," says Charlotte lpsan of Kosair Children's Medical

Center, Brownsboro. "Making our building proiects as sustainable as

possible is one way that Norton Healthcare is making an impact in this

area."

Hospitals nationwide are increasing their green focus. ln fact, later this

'year Norton will cosponsor a conference on environmental sustainability in

health care.
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Eellybutton
hystereotor-nies

ln the quest for less invasive surgery little is

more minimal than a bellybutton hysterectomy.

0stetrician/gynecologist Dr. Kim Alumbaugh, of

Norton Healthcare, prefers this procedure, actually

called single-port hysterectomy. "You make a very

little opening, and there is very little bleeding," she

says. "lt's efficient and less costly."

She says the development of a flexible camera

made bellybutton surgery possible. "The first time I

saw it, I thought, 'Thats incredible."'While most

laparoscopic cameras have limited sight distance,

the flexible camera used for this procedure means

no blind spots. "This gives you a great view" she

says, "and you can look around corners."

More on page 165
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Just as the children are up and out of the

house, many women find they're caring for

ailing parents. Local hospitals offer many

services for your aging loved ones.

Geriatricians: There is only one medical

office in Kentuckiana where the region's

175,000 people 65 and older can see physi-

cians who specialize in the problems of aging:

the Cardinal Station geriatrics practice, part of

the University of Louisville. 0ne geriatrician

and three medical fellows - physicians

completing their year-long geriatric training -
see patients in the tiny office on Central

Avenue at South Third Street. Trained to deal

with the issues of people on multiple, and

sometimes confl icting, medications, the physi-

cians also focus on things like falls and depres-

sion and pain, as well as dementia or in-

continence. "Too often the medical problems

of the aging are dismissed as, 'You're just

getting old,' " says Dr. Christian Furman, vice

chair for geriatrics at U of L. "lf you fix things

early, it's a lot easier to get it right."

Dealing with dementia: A free program

for caregivers coping with someone with

dementia is designed to reduce stress for

caregivers and their loved one. The program

teaches how to keep dementia sufferers calm

and free of fear, says Karen M. Robinson,

executive director of the Volunteer Caregivers

Program through the University of Louisville.

She has worked with 203 families in this

research. "We're finding it does help the

caregiver adjust," she says. "We're trying to

prevent depression. We're trying to prevent the

burden, and we're trying to decrease problem

behaviors. lt's made a significant difference."

Docs who do make house calls: Doctors

are still making house calls if you're 60 and

older and unable to get to the doctor by

yourself. The two doctors and two nurse

practitioners of the 400-patient Norton's

www.herscene.com

Housecalls program have training in geriatrics.

Ihey will also coordinate with other service

providers, including physician specialists, home

health-care workers and pastoral care. "Some

of the patients don't have family members, so

the interactions with our folks are very impor-

tant," says Ginger Figg, president of Norton

Physician Services. A University of Louisville

program has one geriatrician and three nurse

practitioners, Christian says.

Virtual nurses: Elderly patients with

chronic medical conditions receive a daily

checkup courtesy of a home telemedicine

device provided by Floyd Memorial Home

Health Care. Each morning the device trans-

mits blood pressure, weight and blood-oxygen

levels to a Home Health Care nurse, who

intervenes when needed. The device has

significantly reduced hospital visits for its

users, says Michelle Wyatt, the referral coor-

dinator for Floyd. lt's simple to use, she says.

Role reversal: Parenting the Parent is a

free monthly program designed to help adult

children negotiate their shifting role in their

parents' lives. lt is sponsored by Norton

Healthcare's Marshall Women's Health &

Education Center at Suburban Hospital,4001

Dutchmans Lane.

Keeping Mom at home: Geriatric Care

Management can help determine just what

Mom needs to stay healthy, happy and in her

home. Ihe program starts with a two-hour

nurses visit to assess the elderly person's

emotional, physical, mental and spiritual

well-being.

That visit shapes a care plan that may

include home health care, light housekeeping

or other services. This is a program of the

Visiting Nurse Association Nazareth Home

Care, part of Jewish Hospital & St. Mary's

Health Care. "We want to improve the quality

of life, not only for the client but for the

caregiver," says Wendy Corrigan, director.
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The flr-st l^reart pl-lr-np for- her
A new mechanical heart will save the lives of

women. This is thanks, in part, to research led by Dr.

Mark S. Slaughter, chief of cardiovascular surgery at

Jewish Hospital & St. Mary's Medical Center.

Before, few women were able to benefit from

one of the main developments in the treatment of

heart hilure, a pump called a left ventricular assist

device. ln use since D94, LVADs proved a substitute

for difficult-to-obtain heart transplants, but only in

people big enough to receive them. A patient had to

be at least 5{oot-10 and 160 pounds, far bigger than

the average woman.

That left only one option: transplant. With nearly

6 million people diagnosed with heart failure in the

United States and only about 2,000 hearts available

each year to save them, the outlook for survival was

especially grim for women.

But a new technology not only reduces the size

of heart pumps; a study in the New England Journal

of Medicine in December shows that the new device

is more durable, leads to fewer infections and more

than doubles the survival rate of recipients.

While the original heart pump uses a single

piston to pulse blood through the body, the new

device creates no pulse. lnstead, a cylindrical fan

propels the blood at a continuous rate.

Fifty-eight percent of the 200 people in the

study who received the new heart pump were still

alive two years later. 0nly 24 percent with the old

pump reached that two-year mark. Says Mark, the

lead author on the study: "This suddenly opens a

whole new door for women with advanced heart

failure."

Gon
gon

When the heaft beats erratically in atrial fibrillation, the risk of stroke-

producing blood-clot formation rises. While A{ib is more commonly diagnosed

in men than women, it is women who are more likely to have a stroke, doctors

know.

Yet women are also less likely to receive the No. I drug for preventing

A{ib-induced strokes, called warfarin or Coumadin, says Dr. Kerri Remmel,

director of the Universi$ of Louisville Stroke Center. Fewer than 30 percent of

women with A-fib receive Coumadin, she says, because doctors fear the risk of

uncontrolled bleeding from the wrong dose - even though the risk of stroke is

higher.

U of lls Dr. Rita Corum is trying to change that. The cardiologist and director

of the Womenb Cardiovascular Health Program is testing software that selects

the conect dose of this dangerous drug based on an analysis of the six genes

known to control blood clotting. Software created by PGXL Laboratories of

Louisville selects the dose depending on which versions of the six genes each

patient carries. Without genetic testing, physicians start at a standard dosages

and then spend weels trying to adlust it. The test has not only eliminated these

many adjustments, it's prevented people who needed far less than the standard

dose from overdosing.

"My experience so far is, it's been much easier to prescribe," Rita says.

Without the genetic profile, it can sometimes take a year to determine dosage.

"That's very very frustrating for the patient."

o
o
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Su te
de vor-tos

New babies have a new delivery unit in the Norton

Healthcare Women's Pavilion downtown.

Completed in December, the new blue-and-green color

scheme provides a sunny aspect for the department's 10

homey labor and delivery rooms, as well as other rooms

that can serve double duty. Nursing stations were moved

out of the center of the unit to reduce noise, and giant

flat-screen fetal monitors make baby vitals visible to every

nurse at a glance. All around the unit are black-and-white

portraits of happy babies, each one the child of a Norton

staff member.

Olosorby
urgor-tt ca,e

Last year 30000 people were treated at Floyd Memorial

Hospitall two urgent care centers, on Charlestown Road in

New Albany and Highlander Point in Floyds Knobs. The

centers, which have a doctor on duty, are the go-to loca-

tions for stitches, flu or broken bones. The centers can do

X+ays and lab work, and even EKGs, but people with heart

attacks, strokes or head injuries should head straight to the

hospital.

Busiest times for these clinics? First thing in the morn-

ing and right after school lets out. The Floyds Knob clinic is

open 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. weekdays and the New Albany loca-

tion from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. Both are open weekends 9 a.m.

to 5 p.m.

Hoos NOSSlor- \ /o
With certified fitness tniners, each with a background in clinical medicine, the Clark Memorial Hospital wellness center can create a

training program for people with health restrictions as easily as they can work with an athlete, says Regina DeCaro, manager.

The modest basement-level gym - with weights, elliptical trainers, treadmills and other fitness equipment - is open to the com-

munity for $30 a month or $75 for three months, with no enrollment fee.

Seniors who qualifu for the "silver Sneakers" group can join this specially tailored program and receive a full membership to the gym.

There are also special exercise programs for people with arthritis and fibromyalgia.
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